Rested and relaxed, happy and serene, awake and focused.
When was the last time you felt like this? These are however the ingredients for
a happy and balanced, long life. The overall experience Weissenhaus is formed

Our opening times
Schlosstherme 8.00 am - 9.00 pm
Saunaworld 10.00 am - 9.00 pm
Vitalbar 1.00 am- 6.00 pm

by many various events, whereby at the end of your journey a well-balanced
body and mind are the favoured results.
More than 400 years ago, Weissenhaus was already dedicated to summer
hideaways, recreation and regeneration. We have been a retreat for international
guests even before the word had been invented. The visit in our Schlosstherme is
therefore an accompanying, essential step on the way to complete regeneration.
It is clear to us: Nature has taught us everything we know.
The main ingredients for beautiful skin and a strong body can be found outside in
our castle park: long walks in the sand or along the cliffed coast, the inhalation of
sea air in combination with the fragrance of spruce resin, the paths through wind
and weather are only interrupted by the chirping of the birds and the glances of
curious deer and herons at the castle pond.
See you!
Your Weissenhaus hosts

TRANQUILITY, VASTNESS & THE SEA RELAXATION FOR ALL SENSES

WELCOME

SPARKLING
LIKE A DIAMOND

EXCLUSIVE BEAUTY MOMENTS

P U RE M OISTURE
EFFECTIVE REGENERATION

MICRODERMABRASION &
ULTRASOUND APPLICATION

perfect also for all gentlemen
Your skin is like to other. This

B E AUT Y,

individual beauty treatment includes:

MAK I NG YO U HA P P Y, S E LF- C O N F I DE N T & ST R ON G

precious concentrated active ingredients, such as the firming Collagen
Organic Matrix, the nourishing HSR

We are convinced that BABOR achieves the best beauty results for

Fleece Mask or the balancing and

our guests and keep it like Oscar Wilde:

calming Algae Powder Mask. Your

S EA C REATION

„People say sometimes that Beauty is superficial.

BEAUTY TREATMENT

That may be so. But at least it is not so superficial as Thought

of the world is the visible, not the invisible.”

intensively and treated effectively.

Treat your skin to a luxurious
expedition into the deep sea. Feel

is. To me, Beauty is the wonder of wonders. It is only shallow
people who do not judge by appearances. The true mystery

individual skin needs are addressed

how highly effective ingredients from
Experience the fantastic and imme-

the depths of the ocean flood your

diately visible effect of this intense,

skin during every phase of the Sea

automated treatment. Your skin will

Creation treatment and bring out an

look rejuvenated and silky smooth.

optimum of radiance and youthful-

Fine lines and wrinkles are visibly

ness. The highly concentrated serum,

BABOR as a family business

established brand partner.

reduced and the entire skin appears

the exclusive cream, intensively

has been striving for outstan-

Every day we see how a

calm and harmonious. On this basis,

massaged in, as well as two rejuvena-

ding results made in Germany

fantastic BABOR facial or body

active ingredients you may already

ting masks let the skin appear firmer,

for three generations. Highly

treatment enhances the

be using at home, develop a profound

smoother and more youthful imme-

effective products with proven

radiance and self-confidence

excellent compatibility form

of our guests and brightens

the foundation of our globally

up their day.

effect. This treatment is absolutely
painless and the effect is not comparable with the results of a manual
facial treatment.

diately. A treatment with a long-term
effect and the use of the latest and
most effective cosmetic advances.

1 0 0 M I N \ 2 59 €
1 0 0 M I N \ 2 59 €

75 M I N \ 15 9 €

INDULGING

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY MASSAGE
A wonderful pleasure that has a positive
effect on the whole body

5 0 MIN \ 95 €

EXCLUSIVE BEAUTY MOMENTS

MANICURE
After a nourishing aromatic hand bath and a sea
sand peeling, the nails will be shaped and polished.
Unwanted cuticles are removed and the perfect
nail is exposed. Afterwards, the hand will be
pampered with a regenerating hand and

PLEASANT

A MAXIMUM OF BEAUTYFUL SKIN WITH THE FOUR FUSION TECHNOLOGY

arm massage.

HOT STONE MASSAGE

BA BO R SK I N FUSO R
Experience the new generation of powerful

5 0 M I N \ 85 €

facial treatments, exclusively in our Castle
Spa and enjoy the benefits of the innovative

with warm oils and hot basalt stones

75 MIN \ 14 5 €

RELAXING

AROMATIC OIL FULL BODY MASSAGE
with rich essential oil blends: As desired with a
lavender-rosemary- or sage-lemon balm mixture

NAIL POILSH SERVICE

Four Fusion-Technology from BABOR. The

We indulge your nails with four layers of nail

ath-taking, radiant complexion and regained

polish including nourishing undercoat and sealing

youthful elasticity.

Top-Shine-topcoat.

Deep-seated impurities and sebaceous

four stages of the treatment ensure a bre-

1 5 M IN \ 19 €

filaments no longer stand a chance and dead

PEDICURE

skin cells are easily removed. During the

After an aromatic footbath and an intensive peeling,

plied with powerful active ingredients before

your feet are perfectly prepared for the effective

the energising and stimulating impulse mas-

treatment. The nails will gently be brought into

sage ensures an undisturbed supply of oxygen

LOMI LOMI NUI

shape and anything disturbing will be removed,

and nutrients. This purely apparatus-based

traditional Hawaiian temple
massage - the queen of massages

is massaged in intensively and forms the fragrant

6 0 MIN \ 130 € oder 40 MIN \ 85 €

REGENERATIVE

intensive moisturising phase your skin is sup-

until a velvety soft foot appears. A rich foot mask

90 MIN \ 185 €

finish.

treatment is carried out with particular care
by our beauty experts and provides your skin
with a lasting supply of valuable active ingredients. Completely free of redness or need of

5 0 M I N \ 85 €

a regeneration period, the Skin Fusor promises a real wow effect.
100 MIN \ 299 €

Step 1
CLEAN FUSION
Effective
deep cleansing

Step 2
POLISH FUSION
Pore refinement
and clarification

Step 3
HYDRA FUSION
Intensive
moisture

Step 4
IMPULSE FUSION
Dynamic
impulse massage

Removes contaminants from the skin
surface and dissolves
deep-seated impurities and residues from
the pores.

Evenly removes dead
corneous cells and
dissolves impurities
and sebum deposits.

The skin is intensively moisturised and
powerfully and effectively supplied with
active ingredients.

The pulsating vacuum acts like a power
workout. The blood
circulation of the skin
is thus supported for
an optimal supply of
nutrients.

BABOR THERAPRO PEEL
BEAUTY TREATMENT: KISSED AWAKE
This effective beauty treatment uses fruit acids specially selected for your skin needs. The result is a
radiant, even complexion that rejuvenates and refreshes your skin. Fine lines are smoothed and the
skin‘s elasticity is improved. All products from the Doctor Babor Pro line concentrate on active
ingredients without artificial fragrances or colourings.
This intensive rejuvenating treatment is therefore also suitable for sensitive skin.
Our beauticians can thus improve all individual skin condition. After application, you will receive a
personal recommendation for an adapted and optimal care programme at home to maximise the effect
and maintain it for a prolonged period.

75 MIN \ 159 €

WEISSENHAUS EXPERIENCE NATURAL ENERGY
On the occasion of the highest award with four lilies in the renowned
Relax Guide, we have thought of something very special for our guests.

We understand that plans

Junior Spa Gäste guests

Enjoy our shuttle service

forests and the nature surrounding us and make it tangible. This has created an

can change and we will cancel

under 16 years of age are

from 9.00 am to 10.00 pm

effective and soothing triad of forest herbs, fragrances from our rose & aroma garden

your treatment free of charge

welcome from 12.00 to

daily for trips within the

and the experienced hands of our wellness therapists.

up to 24 hours prior to the

4.00 pm accompanied and

resort. You can contact

appointed reservation. For

supervised by their parents.

your hosts at reception

later cancelations, we will

Please note that even then

by dialing -1718.

charge the full amount of the

the SPA is a place of relaxa-

A nourishing full-body peeling based on hay

booked treatment.

tion for all our guests.

flowers and apricot kernel extract is gently

Delays result in a reduction

massaged in and prepares your skin and senses for

of the regular appointment

the subsequent toning herbal rub. Enjoy the fan-

time with regard to the

We were looking for Weissenhaus-aromas and essences that reflect the energy of our

Feel the energy of the forest and settle into the
right mood for your feel-good ritual during a
fragrant, soothing, detoxifying footbath.

tastic effect of the refreshing forest essence with
pure silver fir needle oil. You will be well prepared
and will then enjoy a full body massage with
VITALIS Deep Relax Oil Essence. Stress, tension
and distracting thoughts evaporate with the
essential forest scents into thin air.

90 MIN \ 249 €

„We know: The fastest way to find
yourself is through nature.“

subsequent guest.
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